
Village People, Ready For The 80's
The world &quot;talkin&quot; bout the world belongs to you 
It belongs to yo 
The world 
I know I know I know 
Belongs to me 
It belongs to me 
Im ready for the eightys glad to be alive 
Im waiting for those magic numbers to arrive 
Ive got myself together got myself in gear 
Im gonna be the first out there,to greet those 
Fabulous year 

Im ready for the eightys,Im ready for the eightys 
Ready for the time of my life 
Are you ready 
Are you ready 
'Cause Im ready for you,honey 
'Cause Im ready for you 
Im ready for the eightys,Im ready for the eightys 
Ready for the time of my life 

Are you ready for me 
Are you ready for me 
'Cause Im ready for you,baby 
'Cause Im ready for you 
Take my dream and hitch it to a star 
In the eightys we will travel far 
We will realize just who we are 
We can move as one 

Baby,Im ready,... 
And baby Ill be waiting for you 

Listen to me baby 
The world 
Talkin bout this world 
Belongs to you 
It belongs to you 
The world I know I know I know 
It belongs to me 
It belongs to me 
Im ready for the eightys things look positiv 
Im ready and Ive got a lot of love to give 
Theres hope in evry heart and love on evry face 
The eightys promise evrything is just gonna be great 

Baby,Im ready,... 

Everything is gonna work out fine 
I have faith in this old world of mine 
Well be loving in the bright sunshine 
Baby you and me 
Baby,Im ready,... 

And baby Ill share them all with you 
Baby Im ready 
Things look so positiv 
Baby Im ready 
Theres lot of love to give,to give 
Everything,everything is gonna work out fine baby 
I have faith in you,in this world,in this world of mine 
Well be loving yeah 
In the bright sunshine baby 
Just you and me girl 



Everything is gonna be glad 

Baby,Im ready for the eightys,... 

Im ready to begin anew 
And I want to share it all with you 
Give the universe a different view well communicate 
Baby Im ready for the eightys,... 
And baby Ill be happy with you 
Cause baby baby baby 
Our dreams will come true 
Im ready Im ready Im ready 
Baby Im ready,Im ready,Im ready,...
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